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A MESSAGE FROM
THE CEO

Dear Valued Customer:

John Engquist
CEO

We have a growing sense of optimism when it comes to construction in
Louisiana and Arkansas. This positive outlook originates from what looks to be
a significant rebound in housing and the petrochemicals industry. In addition,
MAP-21, the new “highway bill” appears to be producing results, and recent
reports suggest that Congress may already be looking ahead to the next one.
These are all good signs that our industry is ready for significant growth,
which we hope means more work for you. If you haven’t already done so,
now is a good time to assess your machinery needs from a service standpoint.
Performing needed maintenance minimizes the chance of a catastrophic
failure during the peak construction season when you rely on your machinery
the most. At H&E we’re here to help, whether you need service, parts or both.
If new equipment is in order, talk to us about the productive and efficient
options found in Komatsu’s Tier 4 Interim machines. You’ll find articles in
this edition of your H&E Advantage that highlight the new D37 and D39
dozers and the PC138 tight-tail-swing excavator. Check them out to see
the advantages they could offer your business, including complimentary
scheduled maintenance completed by our technicians using genuine OEM
parts and fluids.
To further increase efficiency, consider operator training. H&E and
Komatsu offer options that can help your operators approach their machinery
and projects in ways that make them more productive and reduce operating
costs. Take a moment to read the training article in this issue that goes into
further detail.

Outlook is
positive for
2013

Finally, if you’re in the market for new equipment and want to trade in an
older piece, talk with one of our sales representatives. We have many units
that will enhance your productivity and bottom line.
As always, thank you for your business. If there’s anything we can do for
you, please call or stop by one of our branch locations.
					

Sincerely,

					
					
					

John Engquist
CEO
H&E Equipment Services
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A SALUTE TO

CUSTOMERS

PETERSON CONTRACTORS
Homer, La., company specializes in oil field work,
but takes on a wide range of dirt jobs

I

In 1962, J.P. “Doodley” Peterson started a small
landscaping company in his northern Louisiana
hometown of Homer. Prior to that, he’d run a
filling station for a decade or so.

J.P. “Doodley” Peterson,
Owner/President

Zack Buckner,
Superintendent

Headquartered in Homer,
La., Peterson Contractors
does energy field
construction and other
earthwork jobs throughout
northern Louisiana.

“It was just something I wanted to do,”
Peterson said of his decision to get into
contracting. “All I had was an old Ford tractor
and a five-yard dump truck, but I was able to find
odd jobs here and there. They kept me busy, and
that’s how I got started.”

them up, basically all that was left were some
screws, black dirt and maybe a few bones. So
whatever the remains were, I put them in a new
box, took them to a different cemetery and put
them back in the ground. Like I say, I took odd
jobs, just trying to put food on the table.”
By 1968, the business had grown a bit,
and when a competitor got in some financial
difficulties, Peterson was asked if he wanted to
buy that company’s equipment and take it over.

Odd jobs indeed. One of the projects Peterson
took on back in the early years was the relocation
of a cemetery that was going to be flooded in the
creation of Toledo Bend Reservoir, a huge lake
that forms much of the border between Louisiana
and Texas.

“At the time, I wasn’t incorporated and wasn’t
insured, so I was doing mostly small jobs,” he
explained. “I wanted to be able to do more,
so I bought the equipment and incorporated
as Peterson Contractors, which led us to our
primary business — oil field construction.

“There were 135 graves in the cemetery, most
of them dating back to the early 1900s,” Peterson
recalled. “Because of the sensitivity of it, I had
to have a licensed mortician as a partner for the
project. This was in the mid-’60s so most of the
graves were about 60 years old. The bodies had
been buried in wooden boxes, and when I dug

“Even before I incorporated, I was doing
some small-scale oil field clean-up jobs, but after
incorporating, we were able to get into it in a
much bigger way,” Peterson noted. “With more
equipment and more men, I was able to start
constructing roads and drill sites. And the energy
field — gas or oil exploration and cleanup — is
still our main emphasis. Of course, when it’s
slow, as it is today, we take on any and all types
of earthmoving projects. We haven’t moved any
cemeteries in a while, but never say never. Like
everybody in this business, we do whatever we
have to do to stay busy.”

Family business
Today, Doodley Peterson is 82. Many of the
day-to-day activities of Peterson Contractors are
now taken care of by Doodley’s son-in-law J.W.
“Buzzy” Buckner, who’s been with him for 32
years, and his grandson Zack Buckner.
“When I passed 81, I told everybody that I’m
no longer responsible for anything I do or say,”
Peterson joked. “Just don’t cross me.”

s

VIDEO

This Komatsu D61 dozer and Komatsu PC200LC excavator work together
to close a reserve pit near Shongaloo, La. “The D61 is an outstanding
dozer — reliable, productive and comfortable,” said Peterson Contractors
Superintendent Zack Buckner. “Its six-way blade also makes it highly
versatile, which is a big advantage on tight jobsites.”

“I’m still the president, Buzzy’s the VP and
Zack’s our superintendent,” said Peterson. “But
frankly, titles don’t mean much here. From me,
Buzzy and Zack to all our guys, everybody does
whatever needs to be done on any given day. If
you can’t do it all, you don’t work here.”
In addition to energy-sector work and other
earthmoving jobs, Peterson and the Buckners also
own a dirt pit and a sand pit, from which they
deliver material to customers throughout the
region.

Long history with Komatsu
To do their earthmoving jobs, whether in the
oil field or elsewhere, Peterson Contractors turns
primarily to Komatsu equipment from H&E
Equipment Services in Shreveport. The company
has six Komatsu PC200 hydraulic excavators,
eight Komatsu dozers (six D61s and two D65s)
and a Komatsu WA250 wheel loader.

“I have a long history with Komatsu
machines — in fact, I probably had the first
Komatsu in northern Louisiana,” Peterson
recalled. “In the early to mid ’70s, I was at an
auction in Houston. I’d never seen or even
heard of Komatsu at the time, but there were
three Komatsu track loaders there. I bought
one for $20,000 just to try it out, thinking at that
price, I can’t go too far wrong. It turned out to
be a great machine. I ran it about every single
day for four years with no issues whatsoever.
From that point on, I was sold on Komatsu.”
“Everybody’s aware of Komatsu excavators,”
said Superintendent Zack Buckner. “We think
they’re the best track hoes on the market. But
our favorite machine is probably the D61 dozer.
It’s reliable, productive, comfortable and lasts
a long time. It’s also a perfect size for our work.
In doing reserve pit closures, there’s not much
extra space and our dozer can’t be too heavy.
We need a small to mid-size dozer that can
Continued . . .

Scan this QR code
using an app on your
smart phone to watch
video of Peterson
Contractors’ machines
at work.

www.HE-Advantage.com

In fact, Doodley still goes to work every day
and remains the lead voice in major decisions. He
even operates equipment as needed.

Peterson Contractors weathers energy-sector cycles
. . . continued

move a lot of dirt, and that’s the D61. We also
like its six-way blade, which lets us be very
precise. It’s a great all-around machine.”

time to be significant: fuel savings, extended
service intervals and a better-running and
longer-lasting machine.”

“We’ve found through the years that
Komatsu makes better equipment,” Peterson
added. “Downtime and repair bills are minimal.
For the most part, we’ve just had very little
trouble with our Komatsu units.”

Peterson Contractors maintains its own fleet
but calls on H&E for any significant repairs.
“Truth is, we haven’t had many issues, but
when we have, H&E has done a good job
taking care of us,” acknowledged Peterson. “We
especially appreciate the support we get from
our H&E Sales Rep Scott Moody. We give Scott
some grief sometimes, but it’s all in good fun
because we know he’s going to be there for us
whenever we need him.”

Peterson Contractors participated in
Komatsu’s No Idle Initiative last year and was
highly successful in reducing machine idle time
on the job. “We went from 29 percent idle time,
which wasn’t too bad to begin with, down to
12 percent, which we think is outstanding,”
said Buckner. “We give a lot of credit to our
operators for getting fully on board with our
efforts. We’ve found the benefits of lower idle
(L-R) Superintendent Zack
Buckner and President
J.P. “Doodley” Peterson
work closely with H&E
Sales Rep Scott Moody on
equipment matters. “We
appreciate the support
we get from Scott and
everybody at H&E,”
said Peterson.

J.P. “Doodley” Peterson, who started Peterson Contractors more than
50 years ago, recently turned 82. He remains active in the business
and occasionally operates equipment. Here, he loads a truck using a
Komatsu PC200LC-5 excavator.

s

VIDEO

Weathering the ups and downs
Peterson says the energy sector in which his
company specializes is a very cyclical industry
— when it’s hot, it’s hot but when it’s not, it’s
not. Right now, it’s not. When it’s booming, the
company might employ as many as 50 to 60
workers. Currently, about 15 are on the payroll.
“The cycle often seems to be about five years
up and five years down,” observed Peterson.
“Every business that lasts as long as ours has
to be able to weather the ups and downs of the
economy. We’ve been able to do that.”
“Looking to the future, we fully expect the
oil and gas market to come back, just like it
always has in the past,” said Buckner. “When
that happens, we have the equipment and we’re
confident we’ll be able to find the men to gear
back up quickly and take advantage of it.”
In the end, Peterson says it doesn’t really
matter to him how many people are on the
payroll or the amount of annual gross billings.
“I think we’re recognized as a company that
does quality work and treats everybody —
employees and customers alike — fairly. That’s
what’s most important to me.
“I never cared much about trying to become a
huge company,” he added. “When I first started
this more than 50 years ago, my only goal was
to make a living. Whether it was just me or I
had 50 guys working for me, it didn’t matter.
I wanted to be able to support myself and my
family by doing something I enjoy, and I’ve
done that. I’m very proud of what we’ve been
able to accomplish, and as far as I’m concerned,
we’ve been very successful.” ■
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BRANCHING OUT

TO SERVE YOU BETTER
H&E Equipment Services hosts grand opening
for new Baton Rouge facility

H

H&E Equipment Services recently celebrated the
grand opening of its new Baton Rouge, La., branch
by giving customer tours of the facility and hosting
a crawfish boil for about 1,000 customers, friends,
manufacturers and employees. Along with tours,
great food and equipment demonstrations, there
was a raffle featuring many door prizes.
Attendees also got up-close looks at a wide
range of machines and were able to visit with
manufacturer reps who were on hand to answer
questions.
The new facility in southeastern Baton Rouge
(7502 Pecue Lane) replaces the 6600 Airline
Highway branch location that had been the H&E
flagship store for more than 50 years, as well as the
Gonzales facility, which had served as the H&E
rental store since the late 1990s.
“Combining the Baton Rouge branch and
the Gonzales rental store makes sense in terms
of customer service,” said Baton Rouge Branch
Manager Jeff Stringer. “With a brand-new
facility, we were able to make it big enough to
accommodate both divisions. In addition, we’ve
found that sales and rentals are often intertwined.
We believe being in the same building will help us
improve interdepartmental communication, which
in turn will allow us to better serve our customers.
That, of course, is our ultimate goal.”

Service improvements
The new branch building totals 40,000
square feet, about half of which is dedicated to
repair services. The shop houses 18 bays and
four 10-ton overhead cranes. It also includes a
computer-integrated lube system that measures
fluids to within one-tenth of a gallon and reclaims
oil from the machine pan straight to a discard tank.
“Among our 60 employees, we have about
30 technicians, half in the shop and half in the

field,” said Stringer. “In addition to physical
improvements, the shop is also much cleaner and
brighter than the old facility, which will improve
safety and will enable our techs to be more efficient
and productive in their work.”
While H&E Equipment Services’ Baton Rouge
branch will continue to have dedicated machine
sales representatives and rental reps, service
technicians will now work on customer-owned
and rental equipment.

Jeff Stringer,
Baton Rouge
Branch Manager

“Again, it makes us more efficient and better
able to meet customer needs in a timely manner,”
Continued . . .
(L-R) Komatsu America
President Rod Schrader
attended the grand
opening and met with
H&E Equipment Services
CFO Leslie Magee and
CEO John Engquist Sr.

H&E’s new Baton
Rouge branch is
located at 7502 Pecue
Lane in southeastern
Baton Rouge.

New building more convenient for customers
. . continued

H&E Sales Rep Curtis
Zeringue (left) and PSSR
Corey Mouton (right),
show Jim Beard of Jim
Beard Construction
around the new branch.

explained Stringer. “For example, where we might
previously have had two field techs working
within two blocks of each other, now we can better
coordinate the calls so one tech can handle both
customers and free the other to go where he might
be needed more urgently.”

New training room and more

(L-R) H&E Regional
VP John Engquist Jr.
and Rental Rep Chris
Mehl are with Donnie
Bass and Lance Juul
of Cajun/IDC.

(L-R) Georgia Pacific’s
Red Hutchinson, H&E
VP Bobby Slay, Baton
Rouge Branch Manager
Jeff Stringer, Carey and
Tracy Boone of Boone
Services and Bobby
Hutchinson posed
for a photo.

Manufacturer reps and other vendors were present to answer customer questions about
equipment.

In addition to the vastly improved shop, the
new facility also has sales and administrative
offices and a state-of-the-art training room with
seating for as many as 40 people. “We intend
to use the training room, not just for our own
personnel, but also for our customers,” noted
Stringer. “It will allow us to bring their operators
and mechanics on site for educational sessions on
new machine operation, maintenance and repair.”
Stringer says the new location, which is next
door to H&E Equipment Services corporate
headquarters, is convenient for customers. “It’s
in southeastern Baton Rouge just off Airline
Highway between I-12 and I-10, roughly midway
between the two former stores. It’s close to the
river and most of the plants we serve. It’s also in
an area where the city is growing.
“The bottom line is, we’re really pleased to
be here,” Stringer noted. “It’s definitely a better
work environment for our people — but make no
mistake, this building is not about us — it’s about
what it will allow us to do for our customers. Our
customers are the only reason we’re in business
and we look forward to demonstrating how this
new facility will help us do our jobs better, faster
and more efficiently than in the past.”
If you weren’t able to attend the grand opening
but would like to see the facility, feel free to call
your sales rep or Branch Manager Jeff Stringer.
They’ll be happy to give you a tour. n

Melvin Plauche (left) and Tommy Cochran of Cajun
Services enjoy trays of crawfish.
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DASH 10 EXCAVATORS
From Komatsu - The Excavator Experts

Komatsu Dash 10 excavators provide increased horsepower, improved operator
comfort and reduced fuel consumption. The excavator experts at Komatsu can help
you complete jobs more quickly, while lowering your fuel and maintenance costs.
• Efficient Komatsu Tier 4 Interim engines and advanced hydraulic systems
maximize productivity while providing up to 10% lower fuel consumption.
• Enhanced operator environment improves comfort and machine control.
• Komatsu CARE provides complimentary Tier 4 maintenance, including KDPF
exchange filters. Contact your Komatsu distributor for details.

www.komatsuamerica.com

AN EASY WAY TO SAVE MONEY
For a better bottom line, Komatsu says shut
your machine off rather than idle it

H

Have you ever heard an operator say, “It costs
more to shut my machine down and restart
it than it does to just keep it running.”? It’s a
common misconception that actually costs
machine owners in terms of fuel and excessive
machine wear.

Aiming for 20-percent reduction

“Idling is often a habit that’s been part of the
equipment user’s culture for years,” said Ken
Calvert, Komatsu Director of Product Support
Systems. “Komatsu wants to change that
culture, so for nearly two years we’ve worked to
raise awareness of the costs and consequences
associated with excessive idling. In nearly every
case, it would be better to shut the machine down
when it’s not in production.”

Using KOMTRAX remote machine-monitoring
technology on Tier 3 and Tier 4 Interim machines,
Komatsu tracked overall hours and idle time.
Monthly reports showed participants’ progress
during the four-month campaign.

Here’s an example. Studies show the industry
average idle time is almost 40 percent. That
means if a machine is traded in at 10,000 hours,
the owner really only got 6,000 hours of actual
production from that unit. If the machine hadn’t
idled those other 4,000 hours away, the owner
could have continued to use it for another two
years or so, or could have gotten a much better
trade-in price at 6,000 hours rather than 10,000.
To counteract that waste, Komatsu launched
a wide-ranging “No Idle Initiative” in 2012,
working with about 1,200 Komatsu users to show
them tangible ways to lower idle time.
“Much of the program was geared toward
operators, because they are on the front lines
when it comes to how much a machine idles,”
said Bob Post, Director of Marketing. “We wanted
to raise their awareness so they understand
excessive idling can be detrimental in several
ways. It puts unnecessary hours on a machine,
which means faster service intervals, increased
wear and tear, and warranty hours that expire
faster. Excess idling can ultimately lower resale
value because a machine may have hundreds
even thousands of extra hours on it.”

The main goal of the No Idle Initiative was a
20-percent reduction compared to participants’
previously measured idle times. Each participant
received promotional materials, such as hats and
key-chain tags, to raise awareness of the campaign.

“KOMTRAX provides a host of valuable
information, such as fuel consumption, machine
location and functions,” said Calvert. “Those
are all very good tools to help customers track
their equipment, but one indicator that’s often
underutilized is productive versus nonproductive
hours. KOMTRAX shows equipment owners
their machine hours and the percentage of those
hours at idle. Owners can use that information
to train operators in practices that will lower
unproductive hours.”

Continued . . .
To help equipment users
save money and get more
from their equipment,
Komatsu launched a
“No Idle Initiative” that
encouraged equipment
users to shut their
machines off when they’re
not producing.

KOMTRAX tracks machine idle time and more
. . continued

No Idle Initiative Award Winners
•
•
•
•

CLECO *
E B Feucht *
Foundation Drill Shafts *
Grant Eastern *
* Most Improved

• Headwaters * +
• Peterson Contractors * 
• Southern Soil Environmental, Inc. *
+ Top 20



Best of the Best

(L-R) H&E’s Cory Mouton, E B Feucht’s
Harral Johnson, and H&E’s Brent
Aymond and Brent Broussard pause
for a photo with E B Feucht’s No Idle
Initiative “Most Improved” award.

H&E’s Raymond Liotto (top photo, far left)
and Kevin LeBlanc (top photo, far right)
congratulated Headwaters’ Curtis Givens
(top photo, second from right) and the entire
Headwaters team for its “Most Improved” and
“Top 20” No Idle Initiative awards.
CLECO’s Steve
Lachney (center) is
holding the No Idle
Initiative “Most
Improved” award
that H&E’s Thomas
Turner (left) and
Mike Deville
delivered.
Peterson Contractors’
Julius Peterson (left)
and H&E’s Greg
Sanders display
Peterson’s “Most
Improved” and
“Best of the Best”
awards from the No
Idle Initiative.
(L-R) H&E’s Gray Vanek
is with Foundation Drill
Shaft’s Van Guidry and
Brad Livingston, along
with H&E’s Dan LaVoie.
Foundation Drill Shaft
received a No Idle Initiative
“Most Improved” award.

H&E’s Mark Dryden (left) and Mike
Deville (right) present Komatsu’s No
Idle Initiative “Most Improved” award
to Grant Eastern’s Herman Collins.

Komatsu recognized 284 of the 1,200
participants as “Most Improved” for showing a
20-percent or more reduction from their baseline
idling rate for at least two months. Of those,
Komatsu named a “Top 20” for showing the
highest percentage reduction in idling. In another
category, 69 participants achieved “Best of the
Best” by reducing their overall idle time to 15
percent or less. Winners in the Top 20 and Best
of the Best were invited to a special Demo Days
event at Komatsu’s Training & Demonstration
Center in Cartersville, Ga. They were honored
during a special ceremony and invited to be part
of a panel discussion about their experiences and
success in reducing idle time.
“We consider this ‘socially responsible
marketing,’ ” said Post. “What that means is
showing customers ways they can save money
and put more dollars in their pockets. At the same
time, it raises a level of awareness when it comes
to the environment. Less idle time means less fuel
used, resulting in lower emissions.”
Calvert added, “The reaction to and result of
the No Idle Initiative exceeded our expectations.
We experienced success from an awareness
standpoint, but more important, most participants
saw tangible results. It was really a story of
empowerment and economic benefit for
equipment users. They took control of reducing
idle time, and greatly helped their bottom lines.”

A goal of less than 10 percent
Like the participants in the No Idle Initiative,
other Komatsu users with Tier 3 and Tier 4 Interim
machines can receive a complimentary, detailed,
monthly report with easy-to-read charts and
graphs. Included are key items, such as how a
machine’s idle time compares with the average of
all machines Komatsu tracks.
Southern Soil Environmental’s Mike
Edwards (left) accepts a No Idle
Initiative “Most Improved” award
from H&E’s Bo Moseley.

“A simple graph shows owners if their
machines are above, below or average, compared
to the national average,” said Calvert. “Zero
idle time is probably unrealistic, because there
are situations, such as cold-weather work and
machine start-up, that require it. But, even those
times can be drastically cut. Ultimately, we want
users to have less than 10-percent idle time. A
proactive approach and vigilance in tracking
machines using technology such as KOMTRAX
can easily achieve that goal.” n

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW D37-23, D39-23 DOZERS
Customer input helps drive significant improvements
in new Tier 4 Interim models

W

When a machine manufacturer introduces
new models, you expect the equipment to
meet current emissions requirements. But it
would be nice to know that the manufacturer
is also listening to your suggestions on
improving production, efficiency and other
attributes that better your bottom line.
Komatsu did just that as it designed and built
its new Tier 4 Interim D37-23 and D39-23
dozers.
“Customer input was a major driver in
enhancements made to the new dozers,”
said Product Manager Bruce Boebel. “They
told us they wanted improved efficiency,
operator comfort and customization of the
machine controls, and lower maintenance
costs. Komatsu built all of those attributes into
the Dash-23 models, with the most significant
improvement coming in the more efficient
engines and next-generation hydrostatic
transmissions that reduce owning and
operating costs.”
Komatsu maintained the horsepower in
the Dash-23 models compared to its Tier 3
counterparts, but new engine technology
improves efficiency and lowers fuel
consumption. An advanced, electronic-control
system manages airflow rate, fuel injection,
combustion parameters and aftertreatment
functions to optimize performance while
reducing emissions and providing advanced
diagnostic capability.
“We reduced operating costs further with
a more simplified Tier 4 engine that uses
100-percent passive regeneration to remove
soot without interfering with daily operation,”
said Boebel. “Instead of a diesel particulate
filter, the D37-23 and D39-23 dozers have

a new Komatsu Diesel Oxidation Catalyst
that’s integrated into the engine. It requires no
scheduled maintenance and is designed for
long life.”
The new, Komatsu-exclusive, hydrostatictransmission, pump-control technology
is incorporated with the new engines to
improve operational efficiency. It increases
productivity up to 4 percent and reduces fuel
consumption, compared to a conventional
hydrostatic-control system. Even under load,
the new transmission provides powerful turns.

Bruce Boebel,
Product Manager

Continued . . .

Brief Specs on Komatsu D37-23 and D39-23 Dozers
Model

Net Horsepower*

Operating Weight

D37EX-23

89 hp

18,386 lbs.

2.50 cu. yds.

D37PX-23

89 hp

19,048 lbs.

2.55 - 2.78 cu. yds.

D39EX-23

105 hp

20,437 lbs.

2.89 cu. yds.

105 hp

21,363 lbs.

2.72 - 3.00 cu. yds.

D39PX-23
*At 2,200 rpm

Blade Capacity

New engine
technology in
the Komatsu
D37-23 and
D39-23 dozers
improves
efficiency and
lowers fuel
consumption,
compared
to Tier 3
models, while
maintaining
horsepower.

New features add to operator comfort, productivity
. . continued

Operators can choose between two working
modes, Economy and Power, that match
performance to the application. E mode is
designed for general dozing, leveling and
spreading applications. Maximum power for
slot dozing, ripping, uphill dozing and other
demanding applications is available with
P mode.
“In most cases, Economy mode is the
best choice and has up to 20-percent better
fuel economy compared to prior models,
and P mode improves economy by up to 10
percent, even in demanding applications,”
said Boebel. “Operators can also choose from
two gearshift modes: Variable, which has
20 incremental speed settings, and the new
Customizable Quick shift with three speed
settings that can be adjusted through the
monitor, which is also new and easy-to-use.”

Better blade visibility
Additional productivity features include a
steeply slanted engine hood and a forwardmounted cab that moves the operator closer to
the blade to improve visibility. Dash-23 models
have a new power-angle-tilt blade with
curvature that more efficiently rolls material.
A new, hydraulic, blade-angle toggle switch
improves ease of blade operation.
A new, Komatsu-exclusive, HST transmission in Komatsu D37-23 and D39-23 dozers
increases productivity up to 4 percent and reduces fuel consumption, compared to prior
models. Even under load, the new transmissions provide powerful turns.

Joystick controls are ergonomically
designed, offering operators a relaxed posture
and superb fine control to minimize fatigue.
The cab is quieter with reduced decibel
levels, and the standard air-ride seat is more
comfortable and can be heated with the flip of
a switch.
“Operator comfort is an integral part of any
machine, so Komatsu added to the features
in our previous models by incorporating
attributes that customers told us would
increase their productivity,” said Boebel.
“In addition, the ROPS-integrated cab is
pressurized and mounted on viscous dampers
to reduce vibration. Users told us they wanted
a radio auxiliary jack and a 12-volt power
converter, so those are standard too.”

Reduced maintenance,
more production
Also standard is Komatsu CARE, which
provides complimentary scheduled
maintenance for the first three years or 2,000
hours. Factory-certified technicians perform
the work using only genuine Komatsu parts
and fluids.
“Komatsu CARE offers peace of mind that
services will be done properly and on time,
which directly affects durability, longevity,
productivity and, ultimately, resale value,”
said Boebel. “Komatsu and our distributors
actively track machines with KOMTRAX, so
we can proactively schedule those maintenance
intervals at a time convenient to the customer.”
Komatsu designed routine maintenance to
be easy. Daily engine checks are grouped at the
left-hand side of the engine compartment. The
rear-mounted, swing-up hydraulic fan allows
for easy, periodic access to the radiator, oil
cooler and charge-air cooler. The operator can
quickly clean the side-by-side coolers from the
cab, using the manually reversing fan.
“We encourage everyone who uses dozers
for land clearing, grading, forestry and
site work to see what these new machines
designed from customer input can do for
their businesses,” said Boebel. “We believe
they’ll see a marked difference in their
per-ton, per-yard costs to move dirt and other
materials.” n

100%

proven

If you want to move more material more cost-effectively, you want Komatsu machines.
Our complete line of rugged, reliable mining equipment—including trucks, shovels
and wheel loaders—is engineered to:
• Lower costs per ton

•	Reduce cycle times

•	Provide the longest life

We also offer exclusive customer support programs and services tailored to your specific needs.
When your success is measured by the ton, Komatsu delivers the productivity you need.
Komatsu is the proven solution.

100% Komatsu.
KA13

866.513.5778

www.komatsuamerica.com

KOMATSU FINANCIAL
Financing Your Success

The experienced professionals at
Komatsu Financial provide financing
solutions to help grow your business.
Working with your Komatsu dealer,
we can provide the following:
√ New and Used Equipment Financing
√ Leasing Programs
√ Parts and Service Financing
√ Equipment Credit Lines
√ Flexible Terms and Payment Plans
√ Industry Expertise
√ Superior Customer Service

www.komatsuamerica.com

kfcustomerservice@komatsuna.com
888-500-6001

MORE NEW PRODUCTS

NEW COMPACT EXCAVATOR
Tight-tail-swing PC138USLC-10 offers excellent power
and efficiency in a compact size

C

Contractors continue to see the value in
compact excavators that offer powerful
performance coupled with a tight tail swing.
Komatsu’s new PC138USLC-10 takes that value
to a new level with a more efficient Tier 4 Interim
engine that offers additional horsepower and
lower fuel consumption than its predecessor.

“The PC138 has always been a popular machine
because it allows users to get into confined spaces,
such as between buildings or in a traffic lane, and
get work done without sacrificing power,” said
Craig McGinnis, Product Specialist-Excavators.
“Owners and operators like that because they
still have the benefits of the lifting power and
production of a conventional machine. The
unique contoured cab in the new PC138 swings
within the same radius as the counterweight,
so if one clears, the other will also clear when
swinging.
“The new PC138USLC-10 also has added
technology, including a new hydraulic-pump
control that improves operational efficiency and
reduces fuel consumption by up to 7 percent,
depending on work load,” McGinnis added.
The operator can select a working mode that
matches engine speed, pump delivery and
system pressure, thereby maximizing efficiency.
A variable-flow turbocharger provides optimum
airflow under all speed and load conditions.
“In most cases, Economy (E) mode is the best
option because it reduces fuel consumption,
while giving the power and production needed
for most applications,” noted McGinnis. “For
tough digging conditions, an easy switch to
Power (P) mode is appropriate. The excavator
also has Lifting, Breaker, Attachment Power and
Attachment Economy modes.
“We’ve found that customers appreciate
the flexibility of being able to select the most

efficient mode,” he pointed out. “They also like
that new Komatsu machines, including the
PC138USLC-10, have Eco Guidance, which
appears on the cab monitor, showing the operator
how to maximize fuel economy.”

Backed by Komatsu CARE
Like other Komatsu Tier 4 Interim machines,
the PC138USLC-10 is backed by Komatsu CARE,
which provides complimentary scheduled
maintenance for three years or 2,000 hours.
Factory-certified technicians do all the work using
genuine Komatsu parts and fluids.

Craig McGinnis,
Product SpecialistExcavators

“Komatsu distributors track machines using
KOMTRAX and work with the customer to
schedule a convenient time to perform the
services,” noted McGinnis. “We’re confident that
anyone using compact excavators will see that
the PC138USLC-10 is the most productive and
efficient machine in its size class.”  n
Brief Specs on the Komatsu PC138USLC-10
Model

Operating Weight

Net Hp

Bucket Capacity

PC138USLC-10

31,791 - 32,628 lbs.

94 hp

0.34 - 1.0 cu. yd.

Komatsu’s new PC138USLC-10 has the
productive benefits of a conventional
excavator with the compact size of
a tight-tail-swing machine.

Alexandria, LA (318) 443-7173
Baton Rouge, LA (225) 356-6113
Belle Chasse, LA (504) 394-7400
Gonzales, LA (225) 644-2328
Kenner, LA (504) 467-5906

www.HE-equipment.com

Lake Charles, LA (337) 528-2661
Shreveport, LA (318) 746-5272
Little Rock, AR (501) 568-7867
Springdale, AR (479) 927-1672
Jackson, MS (601) 939-7777

TRAINING TALK

MAXIMIZING PRODUCTIVITY
Komatsu offers training to help operators
be more efficient

I

In today’s competitive marketplace,
productive operating practices can help you
be more competitive and more profitable, too.
Komatsu offers a way to help you accomplish
that with its specialized operator training for
both construction and mining customers.

“Some customers who have used a particular
machine — a WA380-6, for example — and
have veteran operators, might have recently
purchased a new Tier 4 Interim WA380-7 and
may only need someone to show them the
new features,” said Jim Sandercock, Senior
Manager-Training and Demonstration. “Another
customer might have several new operators who
need a very in-depth course in the machine’s
features and how to operate it. In the first
example, we’ll likely come to a customer’s
location or jobsite and spend a day or two.
For the other situation, those operators would
come for a week-long class at our Training &
Demonstration Center in Cartersville, Georgia,
or our mining proving ground near Tucson.”
Week-long, basic, operator-training classes
for construction customers are the most
frequently requested courses, according to
Sandercock. “We limit the class to eight people
and spend the first day in classroom training,
covering basic functions, controls, switches,
specification, maintenance and other items.
The rest of the week, the trainer or trainers
work one-on-one with operators, putting
theory into practice.”

MSHA certification available
On the mining side, Komatsu offers
everything from basic operation to MSHA
certification courses, including train-the-trainer
qualification courses. Advanced classes require
prerequisites.

“We can customize classes to go well beyond
the basics,” said Sandercock. “For example,
we have had customers request help in being
more efficient, in setting up a jobsite or mine
to maximize production, and a host of other
topics. Operators have a significant impact
on the bottom line, including the machine’s
reliability, so we want them to use the features
correctly to maximize production and uptime.
We can do that because all our trainers have
solid backgrounds in best practices.

Jim Sandercock,
Senior ManagerTraining and
Demonstration

“Customers who want operator training
should contact their distributor, which will
arrange it with Komatsu,” Sandercock added.
“We’re here to help in any way we can.”  n
Komatsu offers both
classroom and hands-on
machine training for
operators. “We want
them to use the features
correctly to maximize
production and uptime,”
said Komatsu’s Jim
Sandercock, Senior
Manager-Training and
Demonstration.

Atlas Copco and H&E Equipment Services
Everything a driller needs

What do you get when you add Atlas Copco’s 138-year heritage of innovation and service to H&E Equipment Services’ legacy
of customer service?
Everything a driller needs.
From a full range of Atlas Copco drilling rigs—including the popular ROC F9C, L8 and DM45—to a complete line of hammers,
bits, and other consumables, we’ve got you covered. And they’re all designed to help you increase productivity and reduce
your overall cost of ownership.
When it comes to service after the sale, we know that maintaining maximum uptime and focusing on solutions is what you
expect—and what the partnership of Atlas Copco and H&E Equipment Services will deliver.
Atlas Copco Construction & Mining Technique USA, LLC
800-732-6762
www.atlascopco.us

877-700-7368
www.HE-equipment.com

KOMATSU & YOU

A PROACTIVE APPROACH

Q

VP of Parts says planning, technology help Komatsu
have parts inventory readily available

QUESTION: In the past few years, Komatsu
introduced several new Tier 4 Interim
machines. How do you prepare for new
machines from a parts standpoint?

ANSWER: It starts with a proactive approach.
We talk with our engineers throughout the design
process. As they reach the final phase of design,
we’re working together to build a parts inventory
list. Eventually, new machines will need parts
such as filters for regular service intervals, as well
as common wear items. By taking a proactive
approach and working collaboratively with our
distributors, we can ensure those items are on the
distributor’s shelf and ready before a customer
needs them.

Another way we’re taking a proactive approach
is using KOMTRAX to monitor machine usage.
Under our Komatsu CARE program, scheduled
maintenance is complimentary for the first three
years or 2,000 hours. KOMTRAX shows us how
many hours are on a machine, so our distributors
know how close a customer’s machine is to a
service interval and we can ensure the parts are on
hand. They can then schedule a convenient time
to have one of their factory-certified technicians
perform the work with genuine Komatsu OEM
parts and fluids.
QUESTION: Why is it important to use
factory-certified technicians and Komatsu
OEM parts and fluids?

This is one of a series
of articles based on
interviews with key people
at Komatsu discussing the
company’s commitment
to its customers in the
construction and mining
industries — and their
visions for the future.

Frank Pagura,
Vice President of Parts

Frank Pagura is in his eighth year as Vice President of Parts
at Komatsu, having previously served as Parts Planning and
Coordination Manager for a year. He joined the company in
2004 after working in parts purchasing and parts planning for an
offshore-drilling equipment manufacturer.
Since Pagura joined Komatsu, the company has expanded its
regional parts distribution centers to include eight across North
America. It also has a 584,000-square-foot Central Parts Operation
in Ripley, Tenn., which supplies construction and mining parts
throughout the world.
“The goal is always to have the parts available when the customer
needs them, and our fill rate is close to 99 percent in terms of either
on-the-shelf or next-day delivery through our distributors and
regional parts centers,” said Pagura. “We’re constantly working to
improve and make ordering parts easier with programs such as
epartscentral, which allows customers to log onto a secure Web site,
find the part or parts, check availability and place an order any time of
the day.”

ANSWER: Maintenance is a critical component
in a machine’s health and longevity. You want
someone working on your Komatsu equipment
who knows how to get the job done right and in
the most efficient manner to minimize downtime.

Pagura is a native of New York and continues to root for the Mets
and Jets. He graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy and was an
active-duty officer for six years.

OEM parts and fluids are specifically designed  
for Komatsu machines to provide continued
productivity throughout their lifetime. Customers

Frank and his wife, Trina, have three daughters, Aimee, Abigail and
Avery. He enjoys spending time with the family and attending the
kids’ activities, including soccer and horse riding.

Continued . . .

Minimizing downtime is Komatsu goal
. . continued

can be confident that their Komatsu machinery
is going to perform the way they expect it to.
We believe that using OEM parts and fluids
is ultimately more cost-effective than using
will-fit components or fluids that may not
provide maximum performance, or worse,
lead to a catastrophic failure.

Komatsu’s fill rate is
nearly 99 percent in terms
of immediate or next-day
availability through its
distributors and regional
parts centers.

QUESTION: What about remanufactured
parts. Are those cost-effective?
ANSWER: Absolutely. Komatsu offers
remanufactured options on most of its major
OEM components, and we often encourage
customers to choose that option. Like new
parts, in most cases, they’re readily available.
And, like new parts, we stand behind them
with a one-year, unlimited-hours warranty.
QUESTION: What do you see for the future?

Komatsu’s Central Parts
Operation in Ripley, Tenn.,
is open 24 hours a day, seven
days a week and is the main
hub that handles parts
distribution for Komatsu
distributors and their
construction and mining
customers throughout the
world. Komatsu also has eight
regional parts distribution
centers across North America.

Frank Pagura, Komatsu’s Vice
President of Parts, says the company
takes a proactive approach to
building parts inventory lists before
new products, such as Tier 4 Interim
machines, are available. “By taking
a proactive approach, and working
collaboratively with our distributors,
we can ensure those items are on the
distributor’s shelf and ready before a
customer needs them,” said Pagura.

ANSWER: Nothing is more important to us
than keeping our customers’ downtime to a
minimum, and to do that, we must have parts
available when they’re needed. Dramatic
change is not something we look for from
a parts standpoint. Our goal is consistency,
meaning we maintain solid parts inventories
at all times. That’s been the case in the past,
it’s the case now and will continue into the
future.  n

AVAILABLE THROUGH H&E EQUIPMENT SERVICES

*
$695

PM Tune Up!

Reg. $1,000

Tune Up Savings Calculator
VARIABLES:
Price of fuel per gallon

$3.89

Cost of operator per hour

$20.00

Percentage of lost performance
Gallons of fuel burned
per 8 hr. shift

20%
45

RESULTS:

Did You Know...

Your excavator performance can drop up to 20%
without the operator realizing it?

Fuel cost per 8 hr. shift

$175.05

Labor cost per 8 hr. shift

$160.00

Fuel & labor cost
per 8 hr. shift

$335.05

Daily cost of 20%
reduced performance

That’s like WORKING 5 DAYS and getting 4 DAYS of PRODUCTION,
or like buying 5 DAYS of FUEL every 4 DAYS.

Avoid Downtime & Maximize Profits
with an H&E Excavator Tune Up!

Monthly cost of 20%
reduced performance

(based on 22 work day month)

Annual cost of 20%
reduced performance
Less: Price of an annual
tune up
Potential annual savings

$67.01
$1,474.22
$17,690.64
$695.00
$16,995.64

The Tune Up Special includes:
• A complete walk-around inspection.
• Restoration of all hydraulic pressures and
cycle times to factory specifications.

• Verification and balancing of hydraulic
pumps on multiple-pump machines.

• Verification and balancing of engine to

• Examination of all hoses and fittings for
leaks.

• Analysis of hydraulic fluid to ensure no
outside contaminants are entering the
system.

• A detailed inspection report.

hydraulic pumps.

* Price based on in-shop service. Travel and mileage for mobile service extra.

Alexandria, LA

Baton Rouge, LA

225-356-6113

Call Us Today!

504-467-5906

337-837-9600

Lake Charles, LA

Shreveport, LA

www.HE-equipment.com

Little Rock, AR

Springdale, AR

318-443-7173
337-528-2661

318-746-5272

Kenner LA
,

501-568-7867

Lafayette, LA

479-927-1672

A SALUTE TO
SPECIALTY
SERVICE
A CUSTOMER

CUSTOM-BUILT LUBE TRUCK
H&E personnel design and build state-of-the-art
maintenance vehicle for customer

T

The service department at H&E Equipment
Services’ branch in Bossier City recently
designed and built a lube truck for Dolet Hills
Lignite Company. The truck, a converted
Komatsu HM300 articulated hauler, is at work at
a Dolet Hills mine in DeSoto Parish.

“This is actually the third lube truck we’ve put
together for Dolet Hills, but it’s far and away
the most elaborate one,” said H&E Bossier City
Service Manager Trey Cook. “Their maintenance
team gave us the specs, and we designed and
built it. I’m really proud of the way it turned out
and proud of our people who put it together.”
The team started with an HM300-2 articulated
truck from the H&E rental fleet and removed the
bed. From there, everything from the bed main
frame to the product tanks was designed and
built in the Bossier shop. The truck carries 2,000
gallons of fuel, 250 gallons of engine oil, 150
gallons of hydraulic oil and antifreeze, and 90
gallons of water. It also has a 250-gallon-capacity
container for waste oil and a 120-pound grease
drum. In addition, it features five product
pumps, a salvage pump, an air compressor, a
power washer, and a generator. All of the lube
components are hydraulically driven off the
truck’s existing hydraulic system.
“Of course, everything is MSHA-compliant,”
said Cook. “Included are a rear-facing camera
and radar, two oil-filter drain boxes on the rear
corners, a tool box on the right front corner, and
a storage box on the left front corner. Both reel
cabinets have roll-up shutter doors. We also
installed a set of flip-steps and handrails for safe,
easy access.”
Once H&E got the final specs and order from
Dolet Hills, Cook says it took about four months
to build the truck.

“Our primary job is to take care of the
everyday issues that customers have — basic
machine repair and maintenance, but we enjoy
the challenge of special projects like this,” noted
Cook. “We have talented, experienced people
who know how to do many things. We’re
willing to try our hand at nearly anything —
whatever customers need, we’re going to try to
help in any way possible.”  ■
H&E Equipment Services
designed the lube truck
with convenient features,
such as easy access to fluids,
a rear-facing camera and
radar, and oil-filter drain
boxes on the rear corners.

Starting with a Komatsu
HM300 articulated
hauler, H&E Equipment
Services Bossier City team
custom-built this lube truck
to meet Dolet Hills’ particular
maintenance specifications.

Customer Care

From Komatsu - The Product Support Experts

You need your machines running to keep your business running. And you need complete
confidence in your expert service team to keep them running at maximum productivity.
Komatsu certified, factory-trained technicians have the knowledge and determination to
make repairs right the first time. Our parts inventory and distribution systems allow us to
get most replacement parts to you in 24 hours or less.
At Komatsu, customer satisfaction is our number-one priority.

www.komatsuamerica.com

INDUSTRY NEWS

New Transportation and Infrastructure chair
looks at transportation funding options

N

New House Transportation and
Infrastructure Committee Chairman Ron
Shuster said all options should be on the
table when it comes to highway funding,
including raising the gas tax, taxing miles
driven and more tolling. The gas tax is 18.4
cents per gallon and hasn’t been raised since
1993.

That’s partially led to a shortfall in funding
for transportation projects in the past three
years, with Congress using general revenue

to make up the difference between what
the gas tax brings in and outlays for project
costs. The gap is expected to remain, and
likely widen, with more efficient vehicles.
Shuster said a tax on miles driven could
help alleviate that, however it’s drawing
resistance. In the past, the President has
said he doesn’t support it, and the House
adopted a transportation appropriations
amendment last summer that forbids even
studying it.  n

877-700-7368
www.HE-equipment.com

Typical Savings...50% Versus New!

Used Earthmoving Parts
ALL-MAKES

Komatsu, Cat, Deere, Hitachi, Kobelco, Case, Volvo,
Doosan, Daewoo, Linkbelt...and Many Others
Excavator Parts
Loader Parts
Dozer/Crawler Parts
Articulated Truck Parts
Control Valves

Hydraulic Pumps
Swing Drives
Final Drives
Cabs
Transmissions
And Many More!

Online Review &
Order Request
HE-equipment.com

USED
EARTHMOVING
PARTS

RENTAL | SALES | PARTS | SERVICE | TRAINING
Alexandria, LA
5732 S. MacArthur Dr.
318-443-7173

Baton Rouge, LA
7502 Pecue Lane
225-356-6113

Kenner, LA
125 East Airline Drive
504-467-5906

Lake Charles, LA
2200 Louis Alleman Parkway
337-528-2661

Lafayette, LA
5407 Hwy. 90 East
337-837-9600

Shreveport, LA
5908 Industrial Drive Ext
318-746-5272

Little Rock, AR
2801 W 65th Street
501-568-7867

Springdale, AR
781 E. Randall Wobbe Ln.
479-927-1672

Jackson, MS
4200 I-55 South
601-373-0444

Memphis, TN
5239 Hwy 78
901-375-4902

Your Source for Quality Used Equipment
Your Louisiana & Arkansas Komatsu Dealer
$98,500

$149,500

$45,000

2011 Komatsu D39PX-22

2010 Komatsu D61PX-15EO

2011 Komatsu PC55MR-3

STK 10112190, S/N 3522, 793 hrs, cab/air,
sweeps, rear screen, 90% UC.......$98,500

STK 10116492, S/N B46403, 4,642 hrs,
cab/air, SG shoes, PAT blade, 50-60%
UC................................................$149,500

STK 10116193, S/N 16260, 2,017 hrs, aux.
hyd., 5'4" stick, 40% UC, 24" bkt, road
liners...............................................$45,000

$265,000

$142,500

2010 Komatsu WA500-6

2010 Komatsu D61PX-15EO

STK 10098345, 4,167 hrs, cab/air, 29.5x25
tires, hi-lift boom option, add. cntrwt, no
bkt................................................$265,000

STK 10116488, S/N B46351, 4,931
hrs, cab/air, SG shoes, PAT blade, 40%
UC................................................$142,500

$42,500

$147,500

$40,500

2006 Komatsu PC78US-6

2008 Komatsu PC300 LC

2007 Komatsu D37EX-21

STK 10115382, S/N 8828, 4,553 hrs, cab/
air, 24" bkt, blade, TG shoes, 50% UC.......
....................................................... $42,500

STK 10110724, S/N A90682, 4,408 hrs,
cab/air, 13,5" stick, 54" Hensley bucket,
75% UC........................................$147,500

STK 10116484, S/N 5825, 2,592 hrs,
canopy, rear screen, SG shoes, 80% UC...
..................................................... $40,500

See our entire fleet of used inventory at . . .
White logo is below

www.HE-Equipment.com

For Used Equipment Call Leonard St. Germain (225) 298-5244
For All Other Inquiries (877) 700-7368
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